


JAYPRO SPORTS 
VIEWING STAND, CVS-10 

LIST OF MATERIALS 
PIECE NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION     QTY. 
        1  CVS101 FRAME ASSEMBLY-LADDER       1 
        2  CVS102 SUPPORT BRACE         2 
        3  CVS104 CHAIN x 5’          2 
        4  HB5028 EYEBOLT 3/8”-16 x 3”        4 
        5  CVS103 PLATFORM PLANK         1 
        6  AR5045 END CAP          2 
        7  HS5035 #8 PAN HEAD SCREW x ½”       4 
        8  RP4076 END PLUG          6 
        9  HM6206 5/16” x 3” QUICK RELEASE PIN       2 
       10  AR5044 BOLT CLIP          4 
       11  HB5030 5/16”-18 x 3” CARRIAGE BOLT       4 
       12  HN5046 5/16” FLANGE NUT         4 
       13  HW337 3/8”  LOCK WASHER        4 
       14  HN266  3/8” HEX NUT         4 
       15  HM5054 SNAP HOOK 5/16”         4 

 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

TOOLS REQUIRED: PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER BIT WITH DRILL (1) 
   ½” SOCKET WRENCH OR ADJUSTABLE WRENCH (1) 
   9/16” SOCKET WRENCH OR ADJUSTABLE WRENCH (1) 

1. Slip end caps (6) onto the platform plank (5) and fasten in place using the self-
drilling #8 x ½” screws (7) as indicated.  Per detail ‘a-a’, position support braces 
(2) approximately 20” on center and assemble the platform plank (5) using bolt 
clips (10), carriage bolt 5/16”-18 x 3” (11) and flange nut 5/16” (12).  Square the 
support braces and tighten the hardware firmly. 

2. Assemble the eyebolts 3/8”-16 x 3” (4) thru the support braces (1 eyebolt facing 
left and 1 eyebolt facing right as shown) and secure with lockwashers 3/8” (13) 
and hex nuts 3/8” (14).  Tighten hardware firmly.  Also assemble eyebolts (4) at 
the top of the frame assembly as shown on the illustration and tighten firmly. 

3. Attach a snap hook 5/16” (15) to each eyebolt (4).  Push end plugs (8) into the 
open ends of the frame pieces as shown.  Attach the two chain supports (3) to the 
snap hooks (15).  Slip the assembled viewing stand onto one of the two rails and 
lock in position with the quick release pins 5/16” x 3” (9).  Now raise the platform 
so it is level and adjust the chain length in the snap hooks to hold the platform in 
position. 

IMPORTANT 
- Always use the quick release pins (9) to lock the viewing stand to the frame assembly                                   

(1). 
- Once the viewing stand is in selected position and the support chain has been properly 

adjusted then fully close the snap hook (15). 
- The viewing stand can be easily moved to either the left or right side of the batting cage.                          

There are also two viewing heights 6” apart. 


